
 

My project: Remodelling the Stuttgart town hall square 

 

1. Short description of project (What? Where and when? Why? Who? …) 

 

The project consisted of remodelling the Stuttgart town hall square for our seminar work on the 

topic of architecture. It took place over the course of several weeks/months in 2017. After we 

thought about how to remodel/improve the town hall square, we also had to make sketches and 

build a model of our version of the Stuttgart town hall square. We did a lot of the work in school 

under the supervision of Mr. Seischab, but most of it we did at home. 

 

2. Main goal(s) and objectives (What do you want to achieve?) 

 

The main goal was to improve the Stuttgart town hall square and possibly also the town hall itself, 

to make it a place where people want to stay and rest. Obviously, for the students the goal was 

also to make a nice sketch and model, in order to get a good grade. 

 

3. Project team (Who is part of the team?) 

 

There are about 12 students in the class plus our teacher, Mr. Seischab. 

 

3. Project plan (Who does what and when?) 

See project plan worksheet 

 

4. Resources (What do you need?) 

 

To even begin with the project, we first needed a lot of information, maps and outlines of the 

current town hall square. We also needed special paper for the sketches and different materials for 

the model, like model trees, wood, cardboard etc. 

 

5. Constraints (Which obstacles might get in your way?) 

 

One of the main challenges was planning how one could improve the town hall square, as 

obviously, it had to be somewhat logical and feasible. Building the model was also quite difficult 

because everything had to be done very precise, same with the sketches.  

 

6. Evaluation (Did you achieve your main goal? What went well? What went wrong? Which 

difficulties did you encounter? How did you solve them? …) 

 

The main goal, as in to improve the Stuttgart town hall square and make sketches and a 

model of it, was achieved. The biggest problem was definitely time management, as 

building the model ended up taking way longer than anticipated. However, the end product 

was worth all the struggle. 

 



Project plan 

Which steps do you have to take? Until when? Who is responsible? √ 

Organise materials on the current town hall square, like maps, outlines etc.  Me and Mr. Seischab √ 

Seek out the functions a town hall square should offer, and get an idea of how to remodel the  
Stuttgart town hall square to better fit these conditions. 

 Me √ 

Sketch out first attempts and discuss the with Mr. Seischab.  Me √ 

Focus on one concept and further improve that project with help of teacher, the begin with  
planning the sketches and the model. 

 Me (& Mr. Seischab) √ 

Acquire the materials needed fort he sketch and the model.   Me and Mr. Seischab √ 

Make the sketches for different perspectives of the town hall square and build the model.   Me √ 

Colloquium on my version of the improved town hall square.  Me √ 

 


